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quarters and relocating HQ from Manhattan to Dallas. 
Exxon also moved aggressively into Asian markets 
where it had had little presence historically.

Then in 1989, Exxon fell from grace. The company 
reeled under the regulatory, legal, and media scrutiny 
brought on by the Valdez tanker spill in Alaska’s Prince 
William Sound. It spent US$2 billion on the cleanup 
effort, and paid more than $6 billion in punitive fines 
and damage claims over the next seven years. Moreover, 
the perceived arrogance and indifference of Exxon man-
agement created a public relations disaster. Also in 1989, 
its Baton Rouge refinery exploded, and Exxon spilled 
567,000 gallons of heating oil into an estuary between 
New York and New Jersey. When Lee Raymond took 
over from Lawrence Rawl as chairman in April 1993, 
Exxon had dropped on Fortune’s list of most admired 
companies from number six to 110. As Raymond noted 
in a rare interview, a good day for him was one in which 
“Exxon” or his name did not appear in the papers.

Many companies would have reacted by putting in 
place short-term fixes and doing whatever they could to 
return to their old ways of operating. Instead, Exxon 
quietly moved to internalize the lessons of the Valdez 
spill and to build the capabilities required for future 
profitability. Over the next few years, Exxon dramati-
cally raised its health, safety, and environmental perfor-
mance. Recognizing that external upheavals could oc-

E verybody knows that big corporations, by na-
ture, maneuver like battleships. Held back by 
their own inertia and current business strategies, 

they cannot turn quickly when the competitive environ-
ment changes. Everybody also knows that high perfor-
mance, as measured by shareholder returns, is impossi-
ble to sustain over the long term; no company 
consistently beats the market.

But a recent in-depth study of long-term perfor-
mance suggests an alternative point of view about busi-
ness strategy. When the measure of performance is  
profitability, a few large companies in every industry con-
sistently outperform their peers over extended periods. 
And they maintain this performance edge even in the 
face of significant business change in their competitive 
environments. The one factor they seem to have in com-
mon is agility. They adapt to business change more quick-
ly and reliably than their competitors; they have found a 
way to turn as quickly as speedboats when necessary.

ExxonMobil is a good example. Throughout the 
1980s, when it was still just Exxon, it was the largest, 
most profitable oil and gas company in the world. It 
achieved that performance through disciplined decision 
making. When diversification proved unprofitable, it 
rapidly shed ancillary businesses, such as steel and office 
equipment, to focus on oil and gas. When oil prices fell, 
it reduced overhead costs by shrinking corporate head-
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Agility and Performance
A closer look at the record of Exxon and other large, 
public companies, from a variety of industries, supports 
this link between agility and consistent high perfor-
mance. We studied the financial performance of 243 
large firms in 17 industries over the 30-year period from 
1979 to 2009.

Like others before us, we concluded that stock pric-
es and shareholder returns cannot tell a story about sus-
tained performance. Equity markets are subject to fads, 
irrational exuberance, and misperceptions that have lit-
tle to do with the quality of the business strategy, man-
agement insight, and organizational designs that pro-
duce profits. Exxon and ExxonMobil stock languished 
through the 1990s, for instance, despite exemplary per-
formance during the dot-com craze.

Thus, instead of relying on total shareholder return 
(TSR) or its even more misleading cousin, cumulative 
shareholder return, we looked at return on assets 
(ROA)—a meaningful proxy for profitability in many 
companies and a better indicator of management’s  
effectiveness. (Only one of the 17 industries we stud-
ied—financial services and insurance—lacked any kind 
of reasonable asset base. For this industry, we used  
return on equity as a more relevant proxy for profitabil-
ity.) In every industry we studied, there were two or 
three “outperformers”: companies that achieved above-
average industry ROA performance more than 80 per-
cent of the time. Altogether, this group made up 16 per-
cent of the sample. Exxon was a member; between 1979 
and 2009, its ROA exceeded the industry average 97 
percent of the time.

Among the other companies, we found two com-
mon performance patterns. About 18 percent of the 

cur at any time, the company relentlessly drove for 
efficiency over the 1990s—a fortunate move because oil 
prices continued to fall throughout the decade. Exxon 
exited businesses and markets where it did not have 
critical mass, reduced employment by 3 percent per 
year, improved its exploration capability (where it had 
historically lagged behind its competitors), and pushed 
production efficiency even harder. Through all these 
measures, and by taking full advantage of the innate 
discipline for which it was known, Exxon halved its cost 
of finding oil and greatly improved its exploration suc-
cess rate. In 1995, Lee Raymond was able to say, “Exxon 
is now much more efficient at getting on with it.”

Exxon’s focus on execution, technical excellence, 
and capital efficiency positioned the firm well to exploit 
the rise in oil prices that began in 1998. In 1999, Ray-
mond, dubbed by Businessweek as the “anti-celebrity 
CEO,” engineered the largest acquisition in history to 
that point, and one of the most successful, with Exxon’s 
purchase of Mobil. In 2000, the combined company 
became the most profitable in history, a ranking it still 
holds today, and launched a new series of exploration 
initiatives to spur growth in oil and gas reserves.

The pattern of adaptation Exxon exhibited is not 
typical of most large companies. It represents an un-
usual ability to successfully respond to and learn from 
external events, to innovate technically and organiza-
tionally, and to plan and execute new courses of action. 
In short, Exxon demonstrated a rare and distinctive 
ability to continually and successfully adapt to chang-
ing circumstances. We call this “agility.” Today, when 
every industry faces turbulent change as a matter of 
course, a company’s agility becomes the difference be-
tween sustaining performance and falling behind
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When we compared our survey and interview data 
with the performance data, we observed a strong rela-
tionship between a company’s basic approach to man-
agement and its long-term profitability patterns. When 
markets and technologies changed rapidly and unpre-
dictably—as they did in every industry over these 30 
years—the outperformers had the capability to antici-
pate and respond to events, solve problems, and imple-
ment change better than thrashers. They successfully 
adapted. They were agile.

What Is Agility?
Agility is not just the ability to change. It is a cultivated 
capability that enables an organization to respond in a 
timely, effective, and sustainable way when changing 
circumstances require it. The management literature in-
creasingly refers to this ability as a “dynamic capability”: 
the potential to sense opportunities and threats, solve 
problems, and change the firm’s resource base. This al-
lows outperformers to maintain or enhance their rela-
tive advantages in ways their competitors fail to see or 
do not fully implement. Agility is also strategically rel-
evant: Although agile organizations often change, they 
do not pursue change for change’s sake. They pursue it 
for the sake of competitive advantage.

Four routines, summarized in Exhibit 2 distinguish 
the high-performing organizations from the thrashers 
and underperformers. These companies have the ability 

sample were “underperformers,” whose profitability was 
below the industry average 80 percent or more of the 
time. The remaining 66 percent of the sample were 
“thrashers”; their profitability oscillated between under-
performance and outperformance relative to the indus-
try average.

ExxonMobil is one of only two outperformers in 
the oil and gas industry. The other is Royal Dutch Shell 
PLC (see Exhibit 1). Outperformers in other industries 
include Campbell Soup, DaVita, GlaxoSmithKline, 
Honda, Johnson Controls, Limited Brands, Nike, 
Nokia, and Svenska Handelsbanken. Thrashers include 
BP, Procter & Gamble, IBM, Toyota, Pfizer, and Ap-
ple—all highly regarded companies that have received 
business accolades and spectacular press at times, but 
that tend to be admired for their peaks and forgiven for 
their valleys. Meanwhile, Exxon, Shell, and other out-
performers, despite their occasional stumbles, more 
consistently deliver the goods.

To complete the link between agility and perfor-
mance, we surveyed more than 4,700 directors and ex-
ecutives from 56 companies (including outperformers, 
underperformers, and thrashers), 34 of which were For-
tune 500 firms included in the financial database. We 
asked about the way their organizations formulated 
strategy, designed their structures and processes, led 
their people, and changed and innovated. We also inter-
viewed executives at 19 of the Fortune 500 firms.

Exhibit 1: Outperformers and Selected Thrashers among Oil and Gas Firms
Among global oil companies, only ExxonMobil and Royal Dutch Shell consistently posted above-average return on assets (ROA) since 1980. The two 
others shown here have been “thrashers.” 
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to strategize in dynamic ways; accurately perceive chang-
es in their external environment; test possible responses; 
and implement changes in products, technology, opera-
tions, structures, systems, and capabilities as a whole. 
Importantly, it is the whole system of routines, not the 
possession of one or two of them, that confers agility. 
Individually, these routines may simply seem like basic 
practices of good management. However, the hard work 
necessary to orchestrate them for consistent high perfor-
mance is advanced and uncommon. By executing these 
routines in concert, over and over again, the outper-
formers consistently outpaced competitors.

Strategizing dynamically. Most businesspeople 
would agree that a clear, relevant, and shared strategy is 
an important management practice. However, agile or-
ganizations don’t define strategy the way other firms do. 
For them, strategy has three explicit parts: a sense of 
shared purpose, a change-friendly identity that is none-
theless stable enough to ground the organization, and a 
robust strategic intent that clarifies how the firm differ-
entiates itself.

The Capital One Financial Corporation, which 
since its founding in 1994 has grown into a $16 billion 
consumer finance powerhouse, demonstrates all three 
elements of strategizing dynamically. It has a widely 
shared and well-understood sense of purpose that is 
codified in its mission statement and business model. 
These articulate what the firm does (its products and 
services), define those it serves (its customers and stake-
holders), and lay out how it delivers value in a differenti-
ated way. It also provides employees with clear expecta-
tions about behavior.

Capital One’s change-friendly identity is embodied 
in a phrase that its managers often use in conversation: 
“test and learn.” No matter what the business activity—
new product development, organizational innovation, 
adaptation to regulation, or advertising—the organiza-
tion has an institutional way of experimenting (a “test”), 
drawing conclusions, and then applying them to new 
business. As it happens, the way Capital One has chosen 
to compete over time evokes one of the other agility rou-
tines (“testing responses”). Here it goes further, becom-
ing an aspect of Capital One’s stated identity, unchang-
ing even as it recognizes the need for continual change 
as a matter of course.

The company’s ongoing business strategy—its stra-
tegic intent—also enables it to embrace continuous 
change. Capital One is known for its willingness to rap-
idly shift its operations (for example, the range of cus-

Exhibit 2: The Routines of Agility
Managing an agile company involves four distinct but complementary 
groups of activities.

Capable resources (people, money, time, tools) are 
available and can be readily deployed to experiment 
with new ideas. 

Experiments are bounded by agreed-upon criteria for 
judging success and failure; the possibility of failure is 
accepted, as a vehicle for learning.

Experience with running experiments is captured and 
applied with each new round, so that the company’s 
capabilities are continuously improved.

Executives delegate sufficient authority to line and 
business managers so that the company can execute 
changes with success; there is no second-guessing 
from headquarters, only alignment with basic 
strategic objectives.

The pragmatic ability to change collective habits, 
practices, and perspectives is embedded in line 
operations, not isolated in staff groups.

Clear, unambiguous, accepted performance 
measures and targets are based on business model 
drivers with rewards that matter.

Strategizing Dynamically

Perceiving Environmental Change

Testing Responses

Implementing Change

Slack in
resources

Risk
management

Learning 

Management
and
organizational
autonomy 

Embedded
change 
capability

Performance
management

The purpose or mission (outcomes other than profit 
or growth) and the business model (how we make 
money) are widely shared. Values embedded in these 
statements drive behavior on a daily basis.

There is a clear sense of “who we are” and “what 
inspires us.” This long-term strategy explains 
success and encourages the organization to change.

The current business strategy is relevant in today’s 
market. It clearly distinguishes the firm from other 
companies, but is flexible enough to change on short 
notice. 

Robust
strategic
intent 

Change-
friendly
identity

Sense of
shared
purpose

The organization explores the future deeply, and many 
people within the organization maintain continuous 
contact with parts of the business environment. 

Information from the environment gets to decision 
makers rapidly, in an unfiltered way. Information 
flows easily, in both directions, between the bottom 
and top of the organization. 

Information is evaluated on the basis of the 
company’s existing identity, intent, business model, 
and risk tolerance.

Sensing

Communicating

Interpreting

Source: Center for Effective Organizations, University of Southern California
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tomer segments served, channels used, or products of-
fered); to adjust the aggressiveness of its marketing, 
customer support, new product development, or R&D; 
and to modify the features it offers consumers. Capital 
One seeks its competitive advantage not through a sin-
gle product line or approach, but through an ongoing 
series of temporary advantages that exploit current busi-
ness conditions.

Perceiving environmental change. Agile companies 
take special care to accurately sense what is going on  
in the environment. Managers and employees are put 
into direct contact with customers, regulators, and other 
stakeholders through multiple touch points, structures, 
and practices, and they are expected to gather intelli-
gence. They communicate their perceptions of the ex-
ternal world to company decision makers who have the 
support and knowledge they need to interpret those 
messages as important or unimportant, opportunity  
or threat. All three elements of perceiving environmen-
tal change are essential. Sensing without communicat-
ing is wasteful; communicating without interpreting is  
just noise.

DaVita HealthCare Partners Inc., a Fortune 500 
kidney care organization with more than 1,840 dialysis 
centers, has an effective, institutionalized perceiving 
routine. To keep all employees focused on the external 
environment, DaVita abandoned the organization 
chart. According to the company’s point of view, struc-
ture focuses too much attention on the hierarchy and 
not enough on understanding the local marketplace and 
broader environment. DaVita’s management system ori-
ents each local dialysis center to the needs of patients, 
physicians, and the community. Meanwhile, central 
management concentrates on activities that deliver fu-
ture value for the corporation—they charter teams to 
build leaders, research the implications of healthcare 
reform, identify M&A prospects, and develop new busi-
ness. One of these teams identified and pursued a recent 
merger with HealthCare Partners. This process also 
identified international dialysis as a potential business 
opportunity.

This external focus is supported by a hard-and-fast 
rule that moves information up the hierarchy: “When-

ever there is a director and three or more team members 
in a room, there’s a town hall meeting.” In these meet-
ings, any question can be asked about any subject. If the 
director doesn’t have an answer, the question goes into 
his or her email and has to be answered within 48 hours.

All that information—from dialysis centers and 
initiative teams—gets funneled to top management for 
consideration. But if you ask who’s on the top manage-
ment team, you’ll get a puzzled look. At DaVita, differ-
ent top management teams are accountable for different 
purposes. That allows the company to assign people 
with the right expertise to various questions and issues, 
and improves their ability to interpret signals from their 
externally focused organization.

Thrashers and underperformers, with inward-look-
ing and politicized management, find this level and  
intensity of communication congenitally difficult. They 
are too busy vying for turf, resources, and position to 
dispassionately consider the implications of outside  
signals. The external focus of agile companies en- 
ables them to face up to brutal facts and separate wheat 
from chaff.

Testing responses. Agile organizations refine their 
insights from the perceiving routine with a relatively 
high number of low-cost experiments. They encourage 
innovation and tolerate a good deal of failure. Effective 
testing and innovation activities range from gathering 
further intelligence, to trying out new ideas on a small 
scale, to implementing full-scale product development 
programs. In most cases, there are explicit risk manage-
ment processes—with valid success criteria so the plug 
can be pulled if the test fails—and continuous learning 
efforts so that the insights gained from the tests spread 
to all relevant parts of the company. Agile organizations 
invest significantly in learning and continuous improve-
ment, never resting on their laurels or believing they 
have “cracked the code” once and for all.

The Limited Brands has both informal and formal 
testing routines that help the apparel retail chain keep 
pace with fashion trends and competition. Managers 
get in the habit of asking one another, “What’s new, 
what’s next?” This connects everyone in the organiza-
tion, from senior managers to store merchants, to the 
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observations and data they’ve gathered, whether the 
subject is supply chain innovations or the latest trends in 
lingerie or healthy products, and pushes them to con-
sider what they are going to do about it. The “what’s 
new, what’s next” mantra keeps them on their toes. At 
the store level, small-scale testing procedures make it 
easy to try out new concepts, point-of-purchase dis-
plays, and product extensions. Consumer responses to 
small-scale tests are vetted by managers, and investment 
decisions follow successful ideas. Two of the Limited’s 
blockbuster retail brands—Victoria’s Secret and Bath 
and Body Works—got started this way. Their success as 
small experiments inside existing retail stores caught 
management’s attention and led to big commitments 
from CEO Les Wexner.

To enable these tests, agile organizations are not al-
ways and everywhere “lean and mean.” They must con-
sciously build in extra organizational slack—investing 
in people, money, and time that don’t go directly to the 
bottom line, but allow the agile organization to rapidly 
deploy resources against opportunities that may or may 
not pay off, without jeopardizing day-to-day operations. 
The higher staffing levels also play an important role in 
capturing and disseminating learning that the organiza-
tion can use later.

Implementing change. Agile companies have mas-
tered the internal program management capabilities 
they need to convert successful tests and promising in-
novations into widespread practices. Their organiza-
tions are flexible enough to adopt them with unambigu-
ous commitment—and with the speed, certainty, and 
precision they need. These companies have histories of 
successful transformations, restructurings, and merger 
integrations, and they also excel at the execution of new 
product rollouts, policy changes, and compliance man-
dates, as Exxon demonstrated after the Valdez spill.

The Swedish bank Svenska Handelsbanken is built 
on the principle of radical decentralization, and its re-
cord of financial success is unmatched; the recent finan-
cial crisis hardly dented performance. Guided by a 
change-friendly identity and the slogan “the branch is 
the bank,” branch managers are responsible for financial 
results and have the budget authority to take action. 

They control marketing decisions (except when a new 
product common to all branches is being launched), 
staffing levels, salaries, and property lease costs. In addi-
tion, on average, half of a branch’s staff has lending au-
thority, permitting customers to receive answers very 
quickly. Branch managers are held accountable for re-
sults and continuous improvement by a “relative perfor-
mance measurement system” that transparently com-
pares all branches on a quarterly basis. At the end of the 
year, a performance-based profit-sharing system for all 
employees is triggered when the organization’s after-tax 
return on shareholders’ equity (excluding extraordinary 
items) is higher than the average for other Nordic banks. 
One-third of the excess amount is placed in an employ-
ee fund, and all employees, including the CEO, receive 
the same profit share.

Executives at Svenska’s headquarters are expected 
to support the decentralized approach through coach-
ing, instead of through memos, instructions, and direc-
tives. If corporate managers disagree with a branch deci-
sion, they are expected to raise the issue through a short 
email or brief phone call, but the final decision ultimate-
ly remains with the local manager.

The implementation of change relies on managerial 
autonomy and shared leadership. The change capability 
is not relegated to a staff function at headquarters. 
Rather, it is embedded in line and staff organizations. 
Once a decision is made, managers charged with imple-
mentation are monitored, but not second-guessed. 
Strong-form performance management systems provide 
incentives for managers to follow through. Performance 
targets are objective and unambiguous; positive and 
negative consequences are real and transparent.

When we correlated the agility routine scores from 
the survey data with the firm performance results, a 
clear pattern emerged. Firms with high scores on three 
or four of the agility routines (strategizing, perceiving, 
testing, and implementing) are six times (18 percent vs. 
3 percent) as likely to be outperformers in their indus-
try. They are also twice as likely (30 percent vs. 15 per-
cent) to have above-average ROAs between 51 and 79 
percent of the time. Firms with only one or two of the 
agility routines, indicating an incomplete system, are 
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much more likely to have below-average ROAs most of 
the time (see Exhibit 3). Although improving any one of 
these routines can make an organization more effective, 
agile companies, according to their own accounts, have 
at least three of these four traits in large supply.

Making Organizations More Agile

Developing the agile capability is no small feat, but it 
has been done. IBM, DaVita, and Harley-Davidson 
have all demonstrated that transformation is possible by 
committing to a systematic approach and following 
through. Even within this group, Harley-Davidson  
(H-D) stands out. It is one of a handful of companies in 
our sample that made the transition to agility. Its story 
demonstrates how organizations can build strategizing, 
perceiving, testing, and implementing routines.

H-D’s performance has been consistently higher 
than auto industry norms for more than 20 years (see 
Exhibit 4). Yet in 1980, the company was as good as 
dead. Its corporate parent at the time, American Ma-
chinery and Foundry (AMF), had put Harley-Davidson 
up for sale and found no takers. Japanese competitors 
like Honda had not only encroached on America’s last 
domestic motorcycle brand, but opened up entirely new 
segments of commuter and recreational users.

In 1981, Vaughn Beals and 12 other executives took 
Harley-Davidson private, buying it back from AMF. In 

a desperate bid for survival, they shrank the company by 
one-third, rapidly implemented Toyota production sys-
tem techniques to improve product quality and reduce 
costs, and successfully petitioned the Reagan adminis-
tration for the “Harley Tariff” on imported motorcycles 
over 700cc to give them some breathing room. In 1983, 
they formed the Harley Owners Group (HOG), a stroke 
of marketing genius that created the largest factory-
sponsored club of its kind and enabled direct communi-
cations between H-D and its most fervent customers.

When Rich Teerlink took over as CEO in 1987, he 
inherited a company that had been rescued from the 
brink through a strong form of “command and control” 
management. Naturally, there were questions about 
whether Harley-Davidson could sustain its success 
without a crisis to compel its employees. But instead of 
clinging to a top-down management style, Teerlink and 
his senior management team engineered a further trans-
formation of H-D using a model of shared leadership 
and accountability, continuous improvement, and in-
vestments in learning and development—practices that 
are all typically linked with agility. The company’s 
managers and employees were asked to go from a “tell 
me what you want me to do” style of managing others 
to a “given where we’re going, I’ll figure out what’s best 
to do” approach. Said Teerlink at the time, “I believe 
fundamentally that people should have the opportunity 
to influence their lives and their workplace.”

Teerlink and his management team took the com-
pany through a series of initiatives, including a “joint 
vision process” involving the top 130 executives. They 
clarified and codified Harley-Davidson’s identity, syn-
chronized their planning and performance manage-
ment to it, and set up an integrated, cascading goal-
setting process that provided lines of sight from 
executives to the worker on the floor. Personal and orga-
nizational goals were incorporated into appraisals and 
variable compensation. Leadership and accountability 
were distributed throughout the organization. Along 
the way, Teerlink and other senior leaders paid close at-
tention to the four routines of agility:

Strategizing dynamically. Prior to the buyout, H-D’s 
reputation and style had been rough, oily, and arrogant. 

Exhibit 3: Agility and Long-Term Performance
Companies that score high in agility-related routines have higher levels 
of return on assets.
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Through strategy and organization changes that consis-
tently emphasized the importance of customers, quality, 
and accountability, a new identity evolved, summarized 
in the company vision: “We fulfill dreams inspired by 
the many roads of the world by providing remarkable 
motorcycles and extraordinary customer experiences. 
We fuel the passion for freedom in our customers to 
express their own identity.”

Perceiving environmental change. At H-D, every 
employee engages with the outside world—particularly 
with customers. Through HOG, employees (including 
current CEO Keith Wandell) ride with customers, at-
tend HOG rallies, and participate in sponsored musical 
and sporting events. The Harley-Davidson Museum in 
Milwaukee is a shrine that attracts 300,000 visitors each 
year. There is also constant formal and informal contact 
with H-D dealer and supplier networks, and an expand-
ed website where customers can interact directly with 
marketing and product development. To help commu-
nicate the ideas that come in, H-D has a shallow hierar-
chy and little cultural tolerance for gatekeepers and ap-
paratchiks who would impede or filter information flow 
to executives.

Testing responses. Managers routinely vet the ideas 
coming from HOG and dealer connections for viability. 
These ideas include marketing programs, model cus-
tomizations, new motorcycle models, new engines, new 
styling, new manufacturing methods, new ways of 
working with customers, and new markets. H-D also 
adopted the quality movement practice of “plan–do–
check–act,” wherein activities, processes, and decisions 
are improved on the basis of collected data, and the 
military practice of “after action reviews,” wherein par-
ticipants in a campaign meet in intensive sessions to 
analyze successes and failures.

Implementing change. Harley-Davidson has repeat-
edly demonstrated its capacity for ongoing change. 
Since the leveraged buyout, it has implemented opera-
tional restructurings, a new product development pro-
cess, new management processes and personnel prac-
tices, and expansion into Europe and Asia. In 2011, for 
example, the company embarked on an ambitious pro-
gram to develop a full-blown mass customization capa-
bility. H-D reorganized and scaled down its manufac-
turing footprint, streamlined R&D, marketed a wide 
variety of customization options through dealers and 

Exhibit 4: Automobile Industry ROA Performance
During the 1980s, Harley-Davidson made a dramatic transition from being “as good as dead” to being an overperformer.
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the Web, and restructured the manufacturing process 
to a flexible system that can produce any custom version 
of any bike in any plant on any day. To accomplish this, 
the company engaged its unionized workforce to dra-
matically change work rules and move from 62 job clas-
sifications to five.

By the time Rich Teerlink retired in 1999, his team 
had transformed Harley-Davidson from an inward-
looking, marginal, command-and-control organization 
to an agile, dynamic market leader permeated with 
shared leadership and accountability. Curiosity, ex- 
perimentation, and direct action are explicitly encour-
aged and rewarded. But it is a controlled chaos, held 
together by the centripetal forces of a strong identity 
and shared values.

The Agility Challenge
Some business environments change faster and more 
profoundly than others, but it is a given that yours will 
change. The point of transformation is to adapt, and the 
point of pursuing agility is to become more adaptable. 
Executives in agile organizations make explicit, system-
wide decisions that promote adaptability over stability 
and flexibility over inertia. Leaders and employees see 
the ability to change and adapt as the key to long-term 
success. They do not fear or avoid change; they embrace 
it because their ability to manage change well is their 
primary advantage.

Managing agile organizations means being willing 
to give up the activities that make you successful today 
but that won’t be appropriate tomorrow—over and over 
again. By contrast, thrashers often increase their com-
mitment to successful courses of action but miss impor-
tant inflection points in the market. BP, for instance, 

continued to emphasize cost performance over process 
safety and compliance for years, resulting in disasters 
like the 2005 Texas City refinery explosion that killed 
15 and the 2010 Deepwater Horizon oil rig explosion 
and spill. Toyota was enamored with being the biggest 
auto company in the world and ignored important  
safety issues. Outperformers are not perfect, but they 
make fewer mistakes and, like Exxon, when they do 
stumble, they are quick to see the error and have the 
capabilities to correct it.

Perceiving the value of constant change is only the 
first step. Translating that perception into productive 
action requires know-how, processes, infrastructure, 
and resources. Leaders must commit the organization to 
a new course of action, mobilize resources, and imple-
ment changes. Niccolò Machiavelli’s insight is as rele-
vant today as it was in the 15th century: “Whosoever 
desires constant success must change his conduct with 
the times.” +
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